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ABSTRACT: Ni−Fe−S-dependent carbon monoxide dehydro-
genases (CODHs) are enzymes that interconvert CO and CO2 by
using their catalytic Ni−Fe−S C-cluster and their Fe−S B- and D-
clusters for electron transfer. CODHs are important in the microbiota
of animals such as humans, ruminants, and termites because they can
facilitate the use of CO and CO2 as carbon sources and serve to
maintain redox homeostasis. The bifunctional carbon monoxide
dehydrogenase/acetyl-CoA synthase (CODH/ACS) is responsible for
acetate production via the Wood−Ljungdahl pathway, where acetyl-
CoA is assembled from two CO2-derived one-carbon units. A Ni−Fe−
S A-cluster is key to this chemistry. Whereas acetogens use the A- and
C-clusters of CODH/ACS to produce acetate from CO2, metha-
nogens use A- and C-clusters of an acetyl-CoA decarbonylase/synthase complex (ACDS) to break down acetate en route to CO2
and methane production. Here we review some of the recent advances in understanding the structure and mechanism of CODHs,
CODH/ACSs, and ACDSs, their unusual metallocofactors, and their unique metabolic roles in the human gut and elsewhere.

Ni−Fe−S-dependent carbon monoxide dehydrogenases
(CODHs) are thought to be early enzymes of life,1

allowing microorganisms to live on the CO- and CO2-rich
atmospheres that were available at the time. The atmosphere
has changed dramatically since these early times, but CODH-
containing microorganisms are still prevalent. They exist where
anoxic life is maintained, from bogs to cow rumens to the gut
microbiota of organisms ranging from humans to termites.2−4

CODHs are employed by microbes in a variety of metabolic
roles, including CO oxidation, acetogenesis, and methano-
genesis (Scheme 1 and Table 1).5−7

Monofunctional CODHs catalyze the reversible oxidation of
CO to CO2 in the biological equivalent of the water−gas shift
reaction (CO + H2O ⇌ CO2 + 2H+ + 2e−).5,6,8 They are used
by a wide variety of microorganisms, including sulfate-reducing
bacteria such as Desulfovibrio vulgaris, hydrogenogenic
carboxydotrophs such as Carboxydothermus hydrogenoformans,
and phototropic anaerobes such as Rhodospirillum rubrum.
Collectively, CODH-catalyzed CO oxidation eliminates
approximately 108 tons of CO from our environment annually
(Scheme 1).9 Although CO is toxic at high concentrations, CO
plays useful roles in host−gut microbiome communication and
is being explored as a therapeutic for inflammatory disorders.10

To prevent the toxic effects of CO, it is hypothesized that
CODH acts as CO sink in the gastrointestinal tract to maintain
proper CO balance.11

Acetogens use CODHs as part of the Wood−Ljungdahl
pathway of reductive acetogenesis (CO2 to acetate).6,8,12 This
pathway generates acetyl-CoA from two molecules of CO2 and
eight reducing equivalents. It is responsible for the generation
of approximately 109 tons of acetate per year, in which 107 tons
come from acetogenic bacteria in the human gut (Scheme
1).13−15 Acetogenic CODH is part of a bifunctional enzyme,
carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/acetyl-CoA synthase
(CODH/ACS). CODH reduces one CO2 to CO (carbonyl
branch), and ACS joins the resulting CO molecule with a
methyl group that is provided by corrinoid iron−sulfur protein
(CFeSP). This methyl group provided to ACS by CFeSP was
generated by the reduction of the second molecule of CO2 in
the methyl branch of the pathway (Scheme 2).

In methanogenic archaea, CODH is also used in concert
with ACS and CFeSP for carbon metabolism, though
methanogens typically operate in the opposite direction
relative to acetogens, such that methanogens break down
acetyl-CoA to give methane and carbon dioxide (Scheme
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1).16,17 Unlike acetogenic CODH/ACS, which forms a
transient complex with CFeSP, methanogenic CODH forms
a stable complex with both ACS and CFeSP, called the acetyl-
CoA decarbonylase/synthase complex (ACDS).18,19 ACDS is
an enormous 2.2 MDa (α2ε2)4β8(γδ)8 complex with four α2ε2
CODH heterotetramers, eight β ACS monomers, and eight γδ
CFeSP heterodimers. A biological rationale for the large size of
ACDS has not been established; the chemistry performed is no
different from that of the acetogenic system. Methanogens are
abundant in the human gut3 and are believed to be responsible
for the annual production of 109 tons of methane.17

Here we provide a brief review of some of the recent
literature on stand-alone CODHs, CODH/ACSs, and ACDSs
with a focus on structural data. By continued study of CODH
structure, dynamics, and catalysis in various systems, we will

Scheme 1. CODH Enzymes Play Roles in CO Oxidation, Acetogenesis, and Methanogenesisa

aCODH α2 is colored light and dark green, and CODH ε2 is colored light and dark gray. ACS domains 1−3 are colored violet, navy, and light blue,
respectively. CFeSP is colored orange.

Table 1. CODH Variants

type of CODH standard functiona oligomeric state metallocofactors published structures (PDB entry)

monofunctional
CODH

CO oxidation homodimeric C-cluster for CO
oxidation

RrCODH (1JQK)

B- and D-clusters for
electron transfer

ChCODH (1SU6, 1SU7, 1SU8, 1SUF, 2YIV, 3B51, 3B52,
3B53, 3I39, 4UDY, 5FLE, 6ELQ)

DvCODH (6B6V, 6B6W, 6B6X, 6B6Y, 6DC2, 6OND, 6ONS,
6VWY, 6VWZ, 6VX0, 6VX1, 7TSJ)

bifunctional
CODH/ACS

CO2 reduction and
acetyl-CoA synthesis

heterotetramer
α2β2

C-cluster for CO2
reduction

MtCODH/ACS (1MJG, 6X5K, 2Z8Y, 3I04, 3I01, 1OAO)

B- and D-clusters for
electron transfer

CaCODH/ACS (6YTT)

A-cluster for acetyl-CoA
synthesis

ChACS (1RU3)

ACDS breakdown of acetyl-CoA
and CO oxidation

(α2ε2)4β8(γδ)8 A-cluster for acetyl-CoA
breakdown

MbCODH (3CF4)

C-cluster for CO
oxidation

B- and D-clusters for
electron transfer

E- and F-clusters of
unknown function

corrinoid cofactor
aThe exact roles of these enzymes have not been established in many organisms. There could be different roles for monofunctional CODHs in
different organisms.

Scheme 2. Wood−Ljungdahl Pathway of Acetogenesisa

aThe methyl branch is colored blue and the carbonyl branch is
colored red.
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gain deeper insight into the mechanisms through which
CODHs capture and metabolize carbon from the atmosphere
and in the microbiome.

■ CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF CODHS REVEALED
THE SUBUNIT ARCHITECTURE AND THE NATURE
OF METALLOCOFACTORS

The first CODH structures were of monofunctional enzymes
from R. rubrum (RrCODH)20 and C. hydrogenoformans
(ChCODH),21 with structures of CODH from D. vulgaris
(DvCODH)22 determined more recently (Table 1). These
structures showed that CODH is a homodimer with five
metallocofactors: two B-clusters and one D-cluster responsible
for wiring electrons to the protein surface from the two Ni−
Fe−S-containing catalytic C-clusters buried in the protein
(Figure 1A). The C-cluster, which is the site of CO oxidation,
contains a [3Fe−4S−Ni] cubane attached via one of the
cubane S atoms to a unique Fe site (Figure 1B).20 Catalysis
involves the binding of CO to the Ni ion and the binding of
H2O to the unique Fe (Scheme 3).23−27

Electrons generated from CO oxidation travel to the protein
surface through the B- and D-clusters, which typically are [4Fe-
4S] clusters. However, DvCODH harbors a bridging [2Fe-2S]
D-cluster rather than the canonical [4Fe-4S] D-cluster (Figure
1B).22,28,29 Interestingly, DvCODH is the most oxygen-
tolerant of all characterized CODHs.30 Although DvCODH
loses activity upon exposure to oxygen, it is the only known
CODH to be fully reactivated upon reduction.30 To probe the

role of the unusual [2Fe-2S] D-cluster in oxygen tolerance,
mutagenesis was performed to replace the C−X2−C [2Fe-2S]
D-cluster binding motif with the C−X7−C [4Fe-4S] D-cluster
motif found in other CODHs. Structural characterization
revealed that the [4Fe-4S] D-cluster is partially degraded after
2 h and is lost completely after exposure to oxygen for 2 days,
whereas the [2Fe-2S] D-cluster remains intact even after 2
days, suggesting that the [2Fe-2S] D-cluster is a key
contributor to the oxygen tolerance of DvCODH.29

Following the structural determinations of RrCODH and
ChCODH, structures of CODH/ACS from the model
acetogen Moorella thermoacetica (MtCODH/ACS) were
determined.31,32 These structures showed that the CODH/

Figure 1. Variations in CODHs. (A) Crystal structures of CODH from R. rubrum (PDB entry 1JQK), M. thermoacetica (PDB entry 1MJG), C.
autoethanogenum (PDB entry 6YTT), and M. barkeri (PDB entry 3CF4). CODH α2 is colored light and dark green, and CODH ε2 is colored light
and dark gray. ACS domains 1−3 are colored violet, navy, and light blue, respectively. Metalloclusters are shown as spheres with iron, sulfur, and
nickel colored orange, yellow, and green, respectively. M. barkeri CODH contains two additional metalloclusters per α monomer, the E- and F-
clusters, of unknown function. (B) C-Cluster structure (from R. rubrum, PDB entry 1JQK) and A-cluster structure, the latter containing a binuclear
metal site bridged by a Cys residue to a [4Fe-4S] cluster (from M. thermoacetica, PDB entry 6X5K). Two types of D-clusters are observed in
CODH, a unique [2Fe-2S] D-cluster in DvCODH (PDB entry 6B6V) and a more common [4Fe-4S] D-cluster (from R. rubrum, PDB entry
1JQK). Nickel ions are colored green, iron ions orange, and sulfur ions yellow. Most side chains shown are truncated at the α carbon.

Scheme 3. Previously Proposed Mechanism of CO
Oxidation at the C-Cluster of CODH23−27 a

aB represents a general base. Cred1 and Cred2 are EPR states that
differ by two electrons.
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ACS enzyme complex has one acetyl-CoA synthase protomer
bound on either side of a CODH homodimer that was
structurally similar to previous CODH structures. More
recently, a structure of the bifunctional CODH/ACS from
Clostridium autoethanogenum (CaCODH/ACS) was deter-
mined that demonstrated a mode of binding of ACS to
CODH that is substantially different from that of MtCODH/
ACS.33 Although in each case one CODH protomer binds to
one ACS protomer, the location of the binding site is distinct.
This differential arrangement of subunits creates a CODH/
ACS complex that has a different overall shape (Figure 1A). In
addition to the B-, C-, and D-clusters, CODH/ACS enzymes
have a Ni−Fe−S-containing A-cluster (Figure 1 and Table 1).
The A-cluster is the site of acetyl-CoA synthesis and contains a
binuclear metal site bridged by a Cys residue to a [4Fe-4S]
cluster (Figure 1B).31 An active A-cluster contains two nickel
ions in the binuclear site.34,35 No structure exists for an intact
ACDS complex, but a structure was determined of a
heterotetrameric (α2ε2) component of Methanosarcina barkeri
(MbCODH)23 that contains CODH (Table 1). This CODH
structure was similar to previous CODH structures20,21,36 and
revealed the location of two additional metalloclusters: one
[4Fe-4S] E-cluster and one [4Fe-4S] F-cluster in each α
subunit (Figure 1A).23

■ CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES WITH XENON GAS
HAVE REVEALED GAS CHANNELS IN CODHS

Structural analyses of CODHs showed that the catalytic C-
cluster is buried, requiring a gas channel for CO/CO2 entry or
exit (Figure 1A). In the monofunctional DvCODH and the
bifunctional CODH/ACS from M. thermoacetica (MtCODH/
ACS), the gas channels have been experimentally visualized
through xenon crystallographic studies. In these studies,
crystals were pressurized with xenon, and when the crystal
structure was determined, the xenon sites were used to
determine the path of gas channels through the enzymes.37,38

The DvCODH gas channel originates near the C-cluster and
splits into two branches, with one branch leading toward the
homodimer interface and the other leading away. Cavity
calculations indicate that the gas channels of other monofunc-
tional CODHs, including RrCODH,18 ChCODH type II,36

and ChCODH type IV,39 are likely similar to those of
DvCODH (Figure 2).33

For the bifunctional CODH/ACS, the gas channels serve
the additional purpose of directing the CO generated at the C-
cluster to the A-cluster for assembly into acetyl-CoA,40,41

preventing loss of this valuable metabolic intermediate and
potentially protecting other enzymes from CO inhibition. In
MtCODH/ACS, the channel leading toward the CODH
homodimer interface is conserved and extends further into
ACS, leading directly to the A-cluster. The other branch of the

Figure 2. Comparison of gas channels in CODH complexes. All models were superposed on the CODH homodimer and shown with the same
orientation. Structures of D. vulgaris (PDB entry 6B6V), R. rubrum (PDB entry 1JQK), C. hydrogenoformans type II (PDB entry 1SU6), C.
hydrogenoformans type IV (PDB entry 6ELQ), M. thermoacetica (PDB entry 1MJG), M. barkeri (PDB entry 3CF4), and C. autoethanogenum (PDB
entry 6YTT). Colored as in Figure 1, with predicted hydrophobic channels colored magenta. Reproduced from ref 38. Copyright 2022 Elsevier.
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gas channel observed in DvCODH is absent in MtCODH/
ACS; this channel appears to be blocked by bulky aromatic
residues.37,38 In the bifunctional CaCODH/ACS, cavity
calculations suggest that the opposite is true, that the channel
leading toward the CODH homodimer interface is
blocked,33,38 whereas the channel leading away from the
CODH homodimer interface is present. The use of different
channels in these two bifunctional CODH/ACS enzymes is
likely related to their different quaternary structures. Therefore,
the use of alternate gas channels in these different CODH/
ACS enzymes would allow CO to be effectively transported
along the appropriate path to reach ACS.

In the methanogenic ACDS complex, it is challenging to
speculate about the path of the gas channels, as the subunit
organization is unknown. In the MbCODH α2ε2 structural

report,23 Gong and co-workers suggest that the gas channel in
the methanogenic CODH originates from the C-cluster and
splits into two branches, with one branch leading to the surface
of the protein and the other branch leading to the ε-subunit.
This description of the gas channels is relatively consistent
with cavity calculations performed on MbCODH, although the
calculations suggest additional branching, which may or may
not be relevant for gas transport (Figure 2).

■ NEGATIVE STAIN ELECTRON MICROSCOPY HAS
PROVIDED VIEWS OF ACS CONFORMATIONAL
STATES THAT MUST BE REQUIRED FOR
ACETYL-COA SYNTHESIS

The A-cluster of ACS joins together the one-carbon unit from
the carbonyl branch of the Wood−Ljungdahl pathway, i.e., the

Figure 3. Conformational changes in CODH/ACS facilitate A-cluster carbonylation and methylation. (A) MtCODH/ACS with ACS in the closed,
CO-bound conformation (left, PDB entry 6X5K) and in the extended conformation (middle, EMDB entry 21008) and a manual docking of CFeSP
(PDB entry 4DJF) to the extended conformation of MtCODH/ACS generated by flexible fitting using negative stain EM data (right). Colored as
in Figure 1. CFeSP is colored orange, and the methyl group of methylcobalamin is colored black. (B) CO-bound structure of A-cluster in
MtCODH/ACS (left, PDB entry 6X5K), partially open structure of MtCODH/ACS (middle, PDB entry 1OAO), and a close-up of the ACS A-
cluster and CFeSP methylcobalamin cofactor from the manual docking model of CFeSP to the extended conformation of CODH/ACS (right).
Colored as in panel A.
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CO, with the one-carbon unit from the methyl branch, i.e., the
methyl group, to generate acetyl-CoA. The CO comes from
the C-cluster via the gas channel mentioned above, which is
∼70 Å long in MtCODH/ACS (Figure 2).31,37 The methyl
moiety comes from CFeSP and involves an SN2 transfer of
CH3

+ from a methylcobalamin cofactor to a nickel ion of the
A-cluster.42,43 These two binding events require different
conformational states of ACS, a closed-ACS conformation that
allows for an open CO channel and an open-ACS
conformation that allows for the transfer of a methyl group
from CFeSP to the A-cluster (Figure 3A).37 Although both
closed and partially open structures of MtCODH/ACS have
been observed crystallographically (Figure 2),31,32 a con-
formation of ACS that is sufficiently open to interact with
CFeSP for methyl transfer has not been obtained.

Recently, negative stain electron microscopy (EM) has been
used to visualize additional conformational states of ACS in the
MtCODH/ACS enzyme.44 These data show that the three-
domain ACS subunit can undergo large conformational
rearrangements that position two of the three domains into
highly extended conformations (Figure 3A).44 Excitingly, one
extended conformation of CODH/ACS seems perfectly
oriented to bind CFeSP (Figure 3A).44,45 Docking of CFeSP
to this extended ACS conformation brings the methyl group of
methylcobalamin within 4.6 Å of the catalytic nickel of the A-
cluster (Figure 3B).44 Attempts to obtain a structure of a
CFeSP in complex with ACS are ongoing.

■ A RECENT CRYSTAL STRUCTURE PROVIDES A
VIEW OF THE CO-BOUND STATE OF THE
A-CLUSTER

The CO-bound A-cluster of MtCODH/ACS has been
characterized by electron nuclear double resonance,46

Mössbauer,47 infrared,48 and extended X-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS)35,49 spectroscopies and has recently been
crystallographically observed.50 The recently reported structure
of CO-bound MtCODH/ACS reveals an exclusively tetrahe-

dral geometry for CO bound to the proximal Ni ion (Nip).50

Comparison with previously determined ACS structures
indicates that residue Phe512 can rearrange such that the
CO channel is open or closed (Figure 3B).31,32,50,51

Interestingly, this Phe is conserved and the corresponding
Phe (Phe195) in the Methanosarcina thermophila ACS has
been shown to play a role in conformational gating of the A-
cluster.52 However, the exact gating role is likely different in
acetogens and methanogens as the domain that contains the
CO channel in acetogenic ACS is not found in the
methanogenic enzyme. In MtCODH/ACS, when its CO
channel is open and CO is bound to the A-cluster, a different
Phe, Phe229, packs against the CO ligand, potentially helping
to stabilize the CO-bound state (Figure 3B).50 Additionally,
Ile146 packs against Nip, enforcing the tetrahedral geometry of
the CO−Nip and preventing the binding of a second CO,
which would be expected to inhibit the A-cluster (Figure
3B).50 In the more open conformation of CODH/ACS, Ile146
is displaced from Nip,32 creating space for Nip to adopt a
square planar geometry, which is proposed to be required for
A-cluster methylation.32

■ THE MECHANISM OF THE A-CLUSTER IS STILL
CONTROVERSIAL

Two mechanisms for the A-cluster have been proposed: the
paramagnetic and diamagnetic mechanisms (Scheme 4).7,53 In
the paramagnetic mechanism, the as-isolated state, Nip2+, is
named AOx. AOx undergoes reductive activation to give ARed,
with Nip+. Nip+ may then be carbonylated to generate a Nip+−
CO species, named ANiFeC due to 61Ni, 13C, and 57Fe hyperfine
interactions exhibited in its electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) spectrum.46,54 Upon methylation, a Nip3+−CH3 species
is proposed to form. However, EPR spectroscopy of
methylated ACS indicates a diamagnetic product,55,56 rather
than a paramagnetic Nip3+−CH3 species, so the previously
proposed paramagnetic mechanism includes an internal
electron transfer to form Nip2+−CH3. In the final step of the

Scheme 4. Previously Proposed A-Cluster Mechanisms of ACS, Including (A) a Paramagnetic Mechanism of Acetyl-CoA
Synthesis at the A-Cluster of ACS7 and (B) a Diamagnetic Mechanism of Acetyl-CoA Synthesis at the A-Cluster of ACS53 a

aFor the sake of simplicity, only one option for binding order is represented in each A-cluster mechanism. Exact oxidation states of metals, in
particular Nip, are still highly debated and under active investigation.
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paramagnetic mechanism, the acetylated A-cluster undergoes
nucleophilic acyl substitution with nucleophilic attack by CoA,
thereby giving the acetyl-CoA product and regenerating ARed.
Along with characterization of the ANiFeC state, nickel-
substituted azurin models of ACS have been shown to
generate Ni+−CO and Ni3+−CH3 species, which is consistent
with a paramagnetic mechanism.57−59

In the diamagnetic mechanism, Nip0 is proposed to be
carbonylated to give Nip0−CO and methylated to give Nip2+−
CH3.

53 The formation of the Nip2+−CH3 intermediate is
consistent with the observation that the methylated state of the
A-cluster is EPR silent.55,56 There is ACS model chemistry that
supports a diamagnetic mechanism in which zerovalent nickel
complexes can be successfully methylated to generate Ni2+−
CH3 species.60,61 However, a Nip0 species has never been
reported in ACS. Another unresolved question regarding the
mechanism of ACS catalysis is the order of substrate binding,
i.e., whether methylation occurs prior to carbonylation60−62 or
whether substrate binding occurs through a random sequential
mechanism.63

■ CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although there have been significant advances in our
understanding of CODH and its partners in one-carbon
metabolism, there is still much to learn. Resolving the
controversy around the mechanism of the A-cluster is just
one example. Structural biology will likely continue to provide
important insights. Although CODH/ACS has been structur-
ally characterized, the complex between ACS and CFeSP has
not been experimentally visualized. This structure could
provide important insight into the mechanism of the A-cluster,
addressing, for example, whether a carbonylated A-cluster is
structurally compatible with methylation or if the SN2 reaction
requires a Nip that has no other ligand bound. Additionally, the
ACDS complex has not been structurally characterized.
Visualizing the ACDS complex would undoubtedly allow for
a deeper understanding of the mechanism of acetyl-CoA
cleavage. Notably, CFeSP is a fascinating enzyme in its own
right. In addition to methylating ACS, acetogenic CFeSP must
employ the corrinoid as a supernucleophile to remove a methyl
group from methyltetrahydrofolate in a reaction that involves
dramatic protein conformational changes.45 CFeSP must also
be activated before it can perform this task, and work by the
Dobbek group has begun to unravel how this activation
progress occurs.64,65

The connection between human health and the relative
abundance of CODH-containing microbes in the gut micro-
biota is actively being investigated. Interestingly, a recent study
has identified the Wood−Ljungdahl pathway as a route for
disposing of reducing equivalents in the intestinal pathogen
Clostridium dif f icile, suggesting a largely unexplored role for
CODH in C. dif f icile pathogenesis.66 Through further study of
CODH and its partners in anaerobic one-carbon metabolism,
we will deepen our understanding of the roles that CODHs
play in carbon flux, both within our microbiome and more
broadly in our atmosphere.
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